This $5.5 million property, with sand
on its west and south sides, is at
1251 Capri Way in Mandalay Shores.
RE/MAX’s Cuoco has the listing.

OXNARD:
THE MELLOW
MALIBU
In-the-know players are heading an hour up

the coast to Ventura County’s quieter beach
scene, the Montauk of SoCal By Gary Baum
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901 Mandalay Beach Road features four
bedrooms and a pedigreed past: Sonny Bono and
Cher (inset) once lived there. It’s on the market
for $2.2 million; Cuoco has this listing as well.

$3 million versus $8 million to $10 million in
Malibu. Plus, you are not going to run into your
boss, or someone who is going to pitch something
to you. You can be totally incognito. Yet at the
same time it’s very accessible: You can rise early
on a Monday morning and still get into work
back in L.A. if you want to.”
According to RE/MAX agent Gary Cuoco,
oceanfront prices are down 35 percent from their
peak of several years ago, but are holding. “Right
now,” he says, “people are picking up some
amazing value on the sand.”

PRICE WARS: OXNARD VS. MALIBU
In short: Oxnard is a steal — though not quite as much as it
appears. Numbers for its beach ZIP code 93035 are much
lower since they also include less-affluent areas farther inland
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agent Susan Blau puts it: “If this were back east,
Oxnard would be Montauk and Malibu would be
s eason hits high gear and Malibu
East Hampton.”
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a zoo, savvy industry players
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eager to skip the scene but
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“It’s fantastic, quiet, beautiful,” says
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wide-for-the-region sandy beaches. Second, the
husband Ken, a top entertainment lawyer, purvalue relative to more well-known communities.
chased in the area — which is an hour north of
And third, the sparsely populated shore remains
Los Angeles — after looking seriously at several
mostly under the radar and off the cosmopolitan
properties on Malibu’s Carbon Beach. “Here,
grid. Unlike Malibu, there are no chichi
you have none of the nonsense of other beach
boutiques or hot restaurants.
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a stunning home in Oxnard for $2.5 million to

